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of the traditional cities in Afghanistan. Since little
information is available on the subject of urban tradition
in the country, its documentation provides the necessary
historic perspective. The third part is a study of the
growth of Kabul. A chicklist of information pointing out
to the spirit of the different times is included along
with maps that trace the physical growth of the city. The
fourth part analyzes eight diverse cases of existing
residential patterns in the city. And the last part is a
proposal for a prototype community intended as a strategy
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PREFACE
Urbanization is taking place in Afghanistan at a
fast pace; still little information is available on
the subject. This to some extent has been due to
the fact that urbanization has been a rather new
phenomenon in the country and have received low priori-
ty in the hierarchy of government's developmental pro-
grams. Furthermore the absence of reliable statistics
has limited any systematic study of the subject.
There are only a number of scattered documents and
papers about the subject.
The author is aware of the limitations of this study.
The aim has been an attempt to first sketch out some
of the urban issues at the broad national level and
then concentrate on the urban design scale within the
constraints of the available information. Some of the
information presented in this document are tentative
and represent the author's experience and judgement
without being the reflection of an accurately docu-
mented body of facts. It is hoped that this study
will open up a dialogue towards the ever-increasing
effects of urbanization on Kabul and other cities of
Afghanistan
In carrying out this study I am grateful to Professor
Horacio Caminos for sharing his experience. My thanks
to Reinhard Goethert for his assistance.
I would like to extend my appreciation to the JDR 3rd
Fund for financing my course of study at M.I.T.
M.R.S.
Spring 1974
COPYRIGHT } 1974, Urban Settlement Design Program, Rafi Samizay: M.I.T.
All rights reserved; no section may be reproduced by any means without written permission.
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INTRODUCTION
Hardly touched by the Twentieth Century technocratic
culture, the Republic of Afghanistan for the most
part remains to be a rural country. From its esti-
mated 17 million population ten percent is urbanized,
twenty percent lead some form of nomadic life, and
seventy percent work on farmlands maintaining the
subsistence farm economy.
Geographically the country is dry with limited vege-
tation. Less than ten percent of its 650,000 square
kilometers land area is under cultivation. Its
mountain peaks reach 7,000 meters height while its
average elevation is 1200 meters. Summer temperature
in some parts of the country like Siestan in the
southwest can go as high as 47 deg.C. while winter
temperature in the region of Kabul could drop as low
as 26 deg.C. below zero. The subtropical area of
Jalalabad in the east on the other hand maintains an
average temperature of 10 deg.C. during the coldest
month of the year.
The complex history of Afghanistan extends over a
period of some three thousand years and has been
shaped by numerous powerful dynasties and colossal
events, both local and alien, with different inten-
tions and different outcomes. These include the
conquests of Achaemenids (6th Century A.D.), the
Asian campaigns of Alexander the Great (4th Century
B.C.), the cultural achievements of Kushans (1st and
2nd Century A.D.), the conquests of Arabs (7th Century
A.D.), the glories of Ghaznavids (10th Century A.D.),
the brutal raids of Genghis Khan (13th Century A.D.),
the progressive revival of Herat Timurids (15th
Century A.D.), and finally the colonialization attempts
of the British (19th and early 20th Century A.D.).
All in one way or another have influenced race, customs,
languages and habitats of the country.
In the sphere, of economic activity Afghanistan
heavily relies on agriculture. Most of the country's
exports are made of agricultural products and raw
materials. The economy heavily depends on the import
of capital goods, processed industrial raw materials,
and consumer goods. The country does not have more
than two dozen factories in the Western sense of the
term. Compared to manufacturing, handcraft industry
constitutes a much more important element of the
economy. The proportion of labor force involved in
handcraft industry compare to that of factory produc-
tion is seven times. Much of the agriculture serves
PIP
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the subsistence economy directly without being
exchanged in the market. Although the country has
generally been self-sufficient on food products, the
recent droughts, nevertheless, created some disastrous
food shortages.
Urbanization and technological change has been a
rather new process in Afghanistan. Recent forces
of modernization, mainly during the past two and a
half decades, may have brought new opportunities in
major cities; but at the same time it has created new
imbalances. Such changes have effected all aspects
of life: law, family structure, marriage patterns,
job opportunities, and urban forms. Some in the
process have gained, but others have lost. Inequali-
ties have become wider, and social disorientation is
merging. For some new job opportunities have opened
up, while others have been displaced from their
traditional occupations. Old men in Kabul talk about
the security and little delights of the old times in the
old city where however crowded it was, under an
atmosphere of social cohesion everyone had access to
some standard of shelter. The means of having access
to some form of shelter is becoming more and more an
agonizing issue for the average man.
Misuse of land, decaying city core, sprawling
suburbia, environmental degradation such as pollution
of underground water and destruction of greenary are
all becoming the apparent dimensions of the new urban
scene. Prices of farm products are going up; land
values are rising; but the purchasing power of the
urban poor has been diminishing. It is becoming
harder and harder for the majority of the major cities'
population to meet basic needs such as shelter.
All this means new responsibilities and new outlooks
on the part of government authorities and profession-
als. There is a lot that can be learned from the
experiences of other developing countries. Kabul has
had the opportunity to avoid some of the misfortunes
of other developing cities, but the road is still
open for creative thought and action. This may
particularly be important in the context of Afganistan
which is at a much earlier stage on its road to
economic and social development compare to many other
developing nations.
This study starts with an overview of urbanization in
Afghanistan at the national level. This is intended
to sketch out some of the issues that may influence action
at the lower levels. It then follows by a section on
the urban tradition which is included for the purpose
of both historic documentation as well as providing
a background on tradition against which new changes
can be measured. Following then is a section on
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the growth of Kabul which traces the historic expansion
of the city from its early history upto the present
conditions. The final section is a proposal for a
prototype community which provides a model for dealing
with the immediate problems of housing in the city.
The underlying assumptions which have motivated this
study are the following:
0 Urban problems need to be dealt with both at
the broad scope involving national policies as well
as the level of physical design. In the long run
unless problems are dealt with at the ideological
level short term physical solutions may not only be
ineffective, but may even create adverse effects.
On the other hand there are urgent shortage of hous-
ing and urban services that cannot await any ideo-
logical impasse.
0 It assumes that local problems can only be
solved by local people. That every unique situation
requires a unique approach. And it seriously ques-
tions the validity of imported methodologies.
* It sees the physical environment in the con-
text of poverty. It encourages physical design to
be used in 6rder to achieve socio-economic ends:
mainly material growth and social equality. It
pursues a policy of integrating physical planning
with socio-economic planning under which the dynamic
relationship between thought and action is kept alive
at every level.
* It does not assume the romantic notion of
keeping tradition for the sake of tradition; nor does
it support the idea of wiping out tradition for the
sake of modernization without really providing a
healthier alternative. It promotes the notion of
mixing the old with the new in a complementary manner
utilizing the positive potentials of each in dealing
with specific problems of contemporary life for the
purpose of creating a new balance. More specifically
it encourages the mix of "traditional" technology
with "modern" technology for the purpose of responding
effectively to unique circumstances.
* It assumes the role of the government to be
used as agent of nourishing the energies of the people
in helping themselves, rather than providing them with
completed blue prints that will diminish their
creative power.
*0 It assumes the role of the professional to be
a driving force in aiding the underpriviledged sector
of the society for the pursuit of their goals.
V
I: NATIONAL URBAN GROWTH
For centuries Afghanistan has.had village towns.
They were small regional centers nourished by a farm
economy, regional trade and political powers. Their
size often fluctuated under the shifting of the
political center of the country and its privileges.
Herat at one time was larger than Kabul; and Qalat
was more important than ever a hundred years ago when
it occupied a strategic location in the context of
British colonialization efforts. Other than these
shifts of political influences typical of a turbulant
country like Afghanistan, changes in the cities were
insignificant. Sizes of cities remained the same
for centuries; and they were evenly distributed over
the landscape according to the attractiveness of trade
locations and surrounding resources.
But recently new trends have become apparent. We
know that the population of Kabul has doubled in the
past twenty years while population of cities such as
Herat and Kandahar has hardly changed from what was
one hundred years ago. Cities like Kunduz and Baghlan
which hardly existed forty years ago are becoming
important industrial towns rising to the position of
PHOTOGRAPH:
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second category cities. Jalalabad which was nothing
more than a small feudal center two decades ago has
become an important resort town today.
All this is happening under the influence of the new
modernizing forces that have been receiving momentum
during the last two to three decades. Consequently,
national urban scene is beginning to change dras-
tically. Growth of new industries, shifting of
trade routs, centralization of power and privilege
in the capital, and changing aspirations of the
citizens are among the new factors which are causing
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shifts in population. These trends are opening up
new opportunities; at the same time they are creating
a series of new problems such as shortages in housing
and inadequacies in services like schools, urban
transport, urban utilities, etc.
Afghanistan for the most part has been unready to
meet the new challanges systematically. Beginning
with the First Five Year Plan in 1957, the idea of
development according to a plan was introduced; but,
the five-year-plan concept basically dealt with socio-
economic development without significantly paying
500,000 inhabitants
SIZE AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 80,000 - 130,000 inhabitants
OF CITIES (1971) * 20,000 - 70,000 inhabitants
any attention on its side effect on urban growth and
urban environment. In a country which is just begin-
ning to seriously step into the Twentieth Century one
cannot expect urban and regional growth issues, as
known in the more developed countries, to receive
priority within the government's schema of moderniza-
tion. One also has to keep in mind that the degree
of urbanization is related to a country's per capita
income; meaning that in poor countries like Afghanis-
tan urbanization not only remains low but it will not
rise to the position of a "privileged issue" in the
national scene for some time to come.
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Influence of Geography
In Afghanistan the distribution of population and
the growth pattern of settlements are strongly in-
fluenced by geographic features. Three-quarters
of the country is occupied by mountain ranges that
transverse its terrain from the northeast to the
southwest creating three major regions: the central
highlands, the northen plains, and the southwestern
plateau. Each of the regions is irrigated by rivers
whose source is in the central mountains. In agri-
cultural Afghanistan the location and importance of
the rivers to a large extent account for the defini-
tion of the regions. Because of the importance of
irrigation for agriculture most of Afghanistan's
settlements occur in the fertile riverine valleys
and plains. Only 3% of Afghanistan's land area is
cultivated; and only one quarter of the cultivated
land is irrigated; the rest depends on dry-farming.
It is on this limited amount of irrigated land that
most of the country's population is concentrated; the
nomads wander around the rest in search of grazing
fields. Most of Afghanistan's farmland is located in
the valleys of Kabul, Jalalabad, Kunduz, Helmand, and
Herat where also the country's major urban centers
are located. Because large portion of the country's
farmland is located north of the Hindu Kush Mountains,
the recent farm improvements in that area is the main
over 3000 Meters
1800 - 3000 Meters
under 4800 Meters
major riversPHYSICAL FEATURES
reason for the higher growth of that region.
Migration and Urban Attraction
With emerging forces of urbanization and technological
change, the phenomenon of migration in Afghanistan
has received momentum in the past twenty years. Gen-
erally speaking, in a subsistence farm economy there i
little reason to migrate except during imbalances
created by nature such as floods and droughts; the
1971-72 drought that caused thousands to flood to the
0-1 persons/Sq.M0
1-10 personassq. C
0-50 persons/sq. K
50-200 persons/Sq.Ki
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cities for the hope of receiving food is a good
example of this phenomenon.
But under the new economic forces the causes of
migration have changed. Three interconnected reasons
can be accounted for the new intensifying rate of
movement to the cities. (1) Farming is not attractive
in relation to opportunities in the city. (2) Es-
tablishment of industries in concentrated fashion,
as an example those along the north-south transporta-
tion route, will attract population from the surround-
ing regions. And (3) the centralitation of power and
privilege in a few centers such as Kabul which in-
creases dependency of large population on these cities
will create new impetus for movement to these centers.
Kabul is already experiencing serious side effects as
a result of 3 to 4% migration rate.
Role of the Capital City
Kabul became the capital of Afghanistan in 1778. Prior
to this date importance always shifted among the
country's three major cities- Kabul, Kandahar, and
Herat- in the context of national politics and regional
rivalries. Since 1778 the growth of Kabul has gradually
been increasing relative to other urban centers; however
the gap has largely widened in the past three decades.
Today Kabul is the dominant urban center in Afghanistan
having control over diverse activities such as commerce
and banking, finance and administration, cultural fa-
cilities, health and education.
Kabul is also the best equipped city in Afghanistan having
better and more schools, hospitals, paved roads, tele-
phones, luxury shops and so on. Most of the country's
economic activity is concentrated in Kabul. Almost all
commercial and industrial firms have their headquarters
in Kabul. Afghanistan's international connections are
located in Kabul; all forms of loans and foreign assis-
[11]
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tance is processed through Kabul. Being the adminis-
trative center of the country, half of the employ-
ment opportunities of the city are in administra-
tion.
This concentration of authority and privilege has
caused rapid growth of the city's population which
has doubled in fifteen years. At present Kabul has
44% of the nation's urban population; its population
is nearly four times the next largest city of the
country. Its present population growth is two times
the average national growth rate. The growth of Kabul
is increasingly creating burdens for the government
in meeting shortages in housing, and urban services.
Trade Routes
Historically growth of urban centers in Afghanistan
to a large extent depended on their favorable location
on trade routes. The famous silk route that was tra-
velled at one time by the merchandise caravans from
Central Asia, China, India, Near East, and the pro-
vinces of the Roman Empire continued to exist in one
form or other upto the modern times. Because of the
country's central location on this route, prosperity
of many Afghan towns depended on the passing caravans.
However on the past two centuries two factors have
changed this strategic location; one is the development
of air and sea routes; and two is the emergence of new
political conditions mainly the creation of new states
which left Afghanistan land-locked with hostile neigh-
bors.
Today two influential routes can be identified: one is
the east-west route connecting the Iranian and Pakis-
tani ports to Kabul; the other is the north-south
route connecting the Soviet Union ports to Kabul.
These routes with improved roads have partly influenced
growth of urban centers in Afghanistan. On the east-
west route cities such as Herat, Kandahar, Ghazni and
Jalalabad owe part of their importance; on the north-
south route cities such as Mazar-i-Sharif, Kunduz,
Baghlan and Charikar receive locational benefits.
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Heavy dependence of the country on imports further
intensify the use and importance of these routes.
Furthermore it can be anticipated that the creation
of any new route like the one through the central
region will affect the status of these existing
centers.
The First Five Year Economic and Social Development
Plan (1956-1961) greatly emphasized the development
of transporation and communication. Today major
cities of Afghanistan are connected by paved roads;
but the paved roads account for only 14% of the
country's 8500 miles of highways and trails. The
existing arc of paved roads is expected to be soon
completed into a ring connecting Shiberghan to
Herat. The rest of the country depends on a system
of unpaved roads and trails that often is impassable
during flood seasons. In Afghanistan where railroads
do not exist, transportation of raw materials depends
on costly trucking.
Two forms of intra-urban transportation exist in most
cities side by side: One is the traditional horse
carriage that is used in most cities except Kabul;
the other is the modern automobile which is coming
increasingly into use superimposing new urban patterns
over the traditional Islamic layouts suited for pedes-
trians and carriages.
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Industrial Location
With the limited amount of Industrial activity in the
country, industrial location as is known in the more
developed countries may be vague in this context; how-
ever, it is possible to identify particular patterns
of industrial development within the country. One
line of development may be identified along the north-
south transportation route that has basically de-
veloped within the past twenty years; another line
is the area of Kabul extending east towards Jalalabad.
Because of the existence of resources such as cotton,
beat, natural gas, and coal, the north has been a
favorable area for the country's most of existing
industries such as textiles, cement, fertilizer,
vegetable oil, leather and skin processing. The
chain starts from Shiberghan extending to Mazar-i-
Sharif, Kunduz, Baghlan, Pul-i-Khumri, and Jabal-us-
Seraj all the way to Kabul. This development has
mainly been stimulated since the construction of the
Salang Tunnel through Hindu Kush in 1964 whiqh removed
the barrier between the North and the South.
The second major industrial area is around Kabul
extending east towards Jalalabad which includes
carpentaries, stoneworks, metal works, bicycle manu-
facturing, and numerous power plants. It can be anti-
cipated that an industrial arc starting from the north
food processing
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around Shiberghan extending south to Kabul and on to
Jalalabad will eventually be developed. A limited
potential also exists around the cities of Kandahar,
Herat, and in the region of the Helmand Valley.
What makes the new industrial development different
as compared to the traditional crafts industry is
that the traditional industries have been proportion-
ately distributed throughout the country according
to the distribution of agricultural resources and
population. However with the development of modern
[15]
ANTICIPATED PATTERN OF URBAN
AND INDUSTRIAL GROWTH growth pattern
manufacturing what is beginning to happen is the
concentration of industrial activity along favorable
transportation routes that can be away from the
resources so long as they are well connected by a
road system. This is likely to upset the old balance,
stimulating growth in some areas and retardation in
others.
Conclusions
In considering urban and regional growth issues in
Afghanistan one may arrive with the following con-
clusions:
* Economic planning in Afghanistan has had little
sensitivity towards urbanization as a source of growth
or malaise. A complimentary approach which integrates
physical planning into the national economic growth
is necessary. This will further call for the creation
of a national urban growth policy that will compre-
hensively integrate the compartmentalized efforts
of different ministries of the government.
* Planning has not been used effectively as a tool
to secure long term benefits against immediate
returns. Problems are often dealt with after they
have reached monumental scales rather than controlling
them at infancy. This would require a change of
attitude on the part of public officials.
* Government has been the most important agent,
at least it has had the potential of becoming one,
in shaping urban growth. In a country like Afghanis-
tan where private sector is very weak, role of the
government becomes very important.
I....-
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* Afghanistan's growth pattern shows that the
central region is left isolated and undeveloped.
Although the natural resources in that area are limi-
ted, the human resources justifies more attention.
The Asian Highway planned to pass through that region
will greatly help the development of that region.
Now that some achievements are made in the area
of regional transportation, resources are to be di-
rected towards housing and urban utilities mainly
water supply and sewage, a critical problem in large
cities.
* The functions of the Central Authority for Housing
and Town Planning should be raised to the cabinet
level in order to be able to incorporate them more
effectively with the functions of other government
agencies at high levels.
*E A program of urban studies for research and edu-
cation should be started at the university level.
Such a program should utilize the resources of other
programs at the University of Kabul in creating the
foundation for an institution that will be able to
deal with the ever-increasing urban problems in the
future.
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II: THE URBAN TRADITION IN
AFGHANISTAN
Little is known about the urban heritage of Afghanis-
tan. Present day practitioners involved in the
process of development in major cities have little
conscious understanding of the changes they are
bringing about. Old citadels once overlooking the
cities are being replaced by new hotels or cinemas.
The old swarming covered bazaars in which trade,
crafts, and public life were unified with residential
quarters are giving way to bare stagnant looking
boulevards. The huge dome covering the "Char Suq"
which served as a town square until recently in
Herat and Kandahar was torn down for the cause of
urban renewal. The dense and tight, but unified and
efficient urban systems characteristic of Islamic
towns are replaced by chaos and fragmentation with
the city edges embracing urban sprawl.
PHOTOGRAPHS: All photographs are reproduced from
19th Century sketches
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The city was referred to as "Medina".
It was also titled "Dar-ul-Islam",
abode of Islam.
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All this necessitates a look into the past. The out-
look for the future is only meaningful through an
understanding of the past.
This chapter looks into the form of traditional cities
as they were functioning in the past. Although such
functions have partially changed, it is not in the
intention of this study to evaluate recent changes that
are occuring within these cities. It is hoped that
this study will create a background for further re-
search on the impact of new changes on these cities.
Most of Afghanistan's towns functioned within the
context of a preindustrial/feudal system which rein-
forced traditional values based on Islamic code of
ethics. Virtues such as loyalty to family, adherence
to heriditary occupations, kinship and family inter-
marriage shaped behaviours of every sector of the
urban society. Segregation of residential quarters
by occupation, influence of religious elite on the
governing body of the city, existence of heirarchial
caste system that distinguished status among land
owners, merchants and craftsmen were the social
characteristics of urban life. Economically these
towns functioned as market centers for the surrounding
hinterland and regional commerce. There also existed
a significant degree of specialization between town
and country. Towns were residents of land owners,
merchants, craftsmen as well as administrative,
legislative, religious and military elite that con-
trolled the region. Country residents came to the
city for reasons of product exchange, legal matters,
and religious and social festivities. In a way
towns also functioned as the place for the congre-
gation of urbanites and ruralites during occasions
of mutual concern. Since most of the peasants worked
as tenant farmers, granaries were located within the
city under the landlord's supervision.
Following is a brief description of Afghanistan's
major preindustrial cities, Herat and Kandahar.
After the description an outline of the physical
characteristics that were common in most of Afghani-
stan's traditional cities is presented. The in-
formation basically focuses on the physical aspects
of these cities.
[20]
Herat
The old city of Herat is a good surviving example
of the traditional urban forms in Afghanistan.
The present day Herat has long overflowed.the
boundaries of the plan of 1916 shown here, but the
old section of Herat still today largely maintains
its original physical form as well as activities.
The origin of Herat's layout is unknown. History of
Herat itself goes back to the time of Alexander the
Great who supposedly after conquering the area in
330 B.C. ordered the building of a mighty citadel.
Through ages Herat has passed different stages of
rise and fall with its peak during the time of
Timurids (15th Century) who after Genghis Khan's
devastative destruction started a new artistic and
cultural revival making Herat one of the significant
cities of Central Asia. The shrines and mosques
outside present day Herat proves the expanded size
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of the city at that time.
With strong Persian and Middle Eastern influence
over the city during 16th and 17th Centuries one can
postulate that the rectangular plan which is similar
to the Arab town plans may have been laid out during
this period. In fact Kandahar which was planned
and built during the 17th Century has a similar lay-
out pointing to popularity of the idea at the time.
Curiously enough one of the gates in Herat is named
after Iraq indicating the close connection between
Herat and the Middle East which might have brought
about the Arabic urban planning influence.
The city was laid out in a quadrangle of 1300 meters
by 1500 meters which the area today holds a popula-
tion of 80,000 people. It was surrounded by a wall
of about 8 meters high having a thickness of 4
meters at the bottom tapering to about 3 meters at
the top. Each face of the wall had about 25 bas-
tions. The regularity of the north wall is inter-
rupted by the old citadel which was already there
thus affecting the new layout which might have
otherwise been straight. As a result a projection
of about 180 meters appears on this side. Another
element which existed prior to this layout is the
grand mosque "Masjid-i-Jamai" which is located in
the northeastern quarter of the city.
Between the old citadel "Arg-i-Kuhna" and the north
wall, the new citadel "Arg-i-Nau" was located. The
new citadel was later expanded to include a parade
ground of about 270 meters long. The old citadel was
positioned on a mound 18 meters high, overlooking the
city. This dominating position was important in terms
of control and security of the city. The old citadel
was a brick structure 45 meters wide and 135 meters
long which had its own fortification and was surroun-
ded by a wet ditch. The city had five gates: two
on the north side were named Malik and Qutb Shah; the
one on the west was named after Iraq; and the one on
the south was named after Kandahar while the one on
the east side was called Kushk.
In addition to a moat that encircled the city, there
was an additional trench protected by a low wall.
Inside the city two major axial streets cut through
the middle of the city; another major street ran
around the perimeter of the city adjacent to the
walls. Residential streets were tight creating a
maze of circulation. Mosques and cisterns were
evenly distributed within the reach of each neigh-
borhood. The overall structure of the city was a
well balanced set of articulated elements easily
reached and identified by its inhabitants.
PHOTOGRAPHS:
Top: Entrance to Herat, 19th Century Sketch
Bottom: Panorama of Housing in Herat
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Kandahar
Kandahar is a good example of a city that was
built by the will of one man- king Ahmad Shah.
After being elected king by the powerful Durrani
tribe, he ordered the building of a new city in
1761. The plan shown here is based on a sketch
plan prepared by Major Leach and published by John
Murray in London in 1881.
History of Kandahar goes back to the time of Alex-
ander the Great who supposedly marched south to
Kandahar and established a colony that was then re-
ferred to as Alexander-in-Arachosia. M. Elphinstone
(c. 1815) records that shortly before Ahmad Shahs
city, two other cities were built; one was Hosseina-
bad built by Shah Hossein (1694-1722) and the other
was Naderabad built by the Persian king Nader Shah
(1737-1774). In a sketch published in Angus Hamil-
ton's "Afghanistan", a fortified city shown in ruins
is referred to as "Shauri Nader" meaning the city of
<1]
PHOTOGRAPHS:
Top Left: Aerial view of housing in Kandahar
Top Right: View of Kandahar, 19th Century sketch
Bottom Left: Shrine in Kandahar, 19th Century
sketch
Bottom Right: View of the citadel in Kandahar
from outside the walls, 19th Century sketch
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Nader which is the same as the one which in Elphin-
stone's record is referred to as Naderabad. Ahmad
Shah named his city Ahmad Shahi and titled it
"Ashraf-ul-Blad", meaning the most distinguished city.
Another title "Dar-ul-Qarar", meaning the abode of the
quiet was also tried; but the newly established city
soon among the people received the old name Kandahar.
The plan of Kandahar was rectangular in shape. The
axial streets that existed in Herat and later in
Jalalabad were planned in Kandahar too. The size
of Kandahar was approximately the same as Herat.
Hamilton records length of western face 1800 meters,
that of the eastern 1650 meters, the northern 1070
meters, and that of the southern 1230 meters. These
figures are also close to the Leach's sketch which
was drawn 1600 meters by 1200 meters.
Other features like walls, gates, towers, citadel,
axial streets, and so on also existed in Kandahar.
City walls were 8.2 meters high, 6.25 meters thick
at the base and 4.4 meters thick at the top. The
city was surrounded by a moat 7.3 meters wide and
3.3 meters deep. It had four main gates through
which the main streets ran: the northern gate was
called Edgah, the sourthern Shikarpur, the western
Herat and the eastern Kabul. In addition there were
two minor gates, the Bar Durrani on the eastern face
and Tope Khana on the western face. The principal
axial streets in Kandahar were 36 meters wide; the
peripheral street adjacent to the wall was 23 meters
wide; and the dome of "Chahr Suq" was 22 meters in
diameter.
Kandahar was the home of Durrani tribes. The four
quadrangles of the city was occupied by different
Durrani tribes. In 1906 when Kandahar had 20,000
houses, it had 3700 shops in addition to the wayside
peddlers and vendors. This means approximately an
average of one shop for every five houses which points
to the widespread existence of small scale crafts
and commercial activities typical of preindustrial
cities.
[26]
Outline of Physical Features of
Traditional Cities
1. WALLS: Similar to Medieval cities of Europe
these cities were surrounded by thick protective
walls. Like most other buildings in the city the
walls were constructed of mud. They protected the
city against invasions and tribal hostilities. The
wealthy owned vast amount of land in the country but
lived in the city; therefore the security elements
had a further function of protecting the interests
of town-dwellers against antagonisms of peasantry
as well as providing secure grain storage. The walls
sharply divided the city from the country.
2. TOWERS AND BASTIONS: Heavy towers were built
on city corners and on two tides of entrance gates.
Bastions appeared regularly on the face of the
walls; they played a significant role during bat-
tles.
3. GATES: Entrance to the city were controlled
through gates numbering four or more. They were
often located on each face of the city where main
regional roads were leading. In Herat drawbridges
were built at the city gates over the moat which
could be raised or lowered by mechanical devices
from the inside.
4. CITADEL: Security establishments of the city
were located in the "arg" or citadel which was al-
ways positioned higher than the rest of the city
on an artificial or natural mound. The citadel
had additional fortification of its own and containe
military regiments as well as the residence of the
governor. Occupation of the citadel usually meant
control of the city.
5. AXIAL STREETS: Main streets of the city often
started at the gates and cut through it. In rec-
tangular plans they created axial effects dividing
the city into four quadrangles. These streets were
straight and wider than other streets, well suited
to trade traffic and wheel carriages. They were
lined with important shops and caravansereis at-
tracting most public activities of the city. They
were often as wide as 15 meters.
6. CHAHR SUQ: Chahr Suq is referred to the public
space formed by the cross-section of the four main
bazaars. The word derives from the Persian term
"chahr" (four), and the Arabic term "suq" (bazaar).
Chahr Suq was geographically as well as socially
and commercially the heart of the city. It is
around here that major shops were located. During
the market days commercial activities of Chahr Suq
was immensely increased by the appearance of side-
[27]
walk peddlers and vendors. The Chahr Suq was the
major center of public life where gatherings and
events such as displaying of bodies of criminals
took place. Chahr Suq was covered by a masonary
dome for weather protection; the dome in the case of
Kandahar had a diameter of 22 meters.
7. BAZAARS: Bazaars created the focus of commercial
activities in preindustrial cities. Craftsmen of the
same occupation often had their shops clustered along
the same streets. In their ethnic background, these
groups were often different from one another. Cop-
persmiths were located on one street, weavers on
another, woodworkers on another, and so on. Often
the name of the street or the neighborhood was re-
ferred to the occupational name of the craftsmen
who lived there. Thus "Ahangaran" (derived from
ironsmith) referred to the street where ironsmiths
lived and worked; "Mesgary" (derived from the term
coppersmith) was the name of the place where cop-
persmiths lived; the same rule applied to other
occupations. Aside from a few minor crafts that
were made in the country, towns specialized in
crafts while country supplied food products. Farm
products were brought to the city where they were
exchanged with the city products.
Two days of the week were designated for market
exchange. These days differed from town to town,
but in most places they took place on Mondays and
Wednesdays. The most active area was around
Chahr Suq where farmers would bring in grains,
herdsmen would bring wool and skin, and craftsmen
would bring their handicrafts such as carpets,
fabrics, utensils, jewelery, etc. Merchandise
were spread over sidewalks and tables, or displayed
over hands. Craftsmen who worked at home and did
not own a shop brought in their products on these
days while those who owned their own shops made extra
efforts to make them more appealing.
8. CARAVANSEREI: Caravansereis were located along
the main axial roads when entering the city gates.
These were large buildings, as big as 80 meters by
80 meters, laid out in the form of rooms arranged
around a courtyard. The caravansereis functioned
both as the city's motels as well as depots for mer-
chandise and transportation. Here incoming or pas-
sing caravans would be unloaded, animals would be
fed and rested; and travellers who did not have rel-
atives in the city were accomodated with rooms.
The caravan owners would pay an amount of money or
merchandise called "tajaii" for the use of facilities.
Herat in 1906 had 17 of these caravansereis compare
to 4000 houses, 1200 shops, 20 baths and 6 schools.
The idea of a caravanserei today as well exists in
[28]
the new sections of Afghan cities where truckloads
of merchandise, instead of camel loads, are brought
in to be stocked.
9. HOUSES: Two types of houses could be differen-
tiated within these cities. One was the humble
house of the average person who was either a crafts-
man, a shopkeeper, a carriage driver, or an unskilled
laborer like porters and others. These house were
small, three to four rooms arranged around a small
courtyard, and were basically suited to the needs
of a nuclear family. In contrast, the house of the
wealthy elite was either a landowner, a religious
leader or a merchant, was large and comprised of
different sections: the main family quarter, the
servants' quarter, and the guest quarter. The
family quarter in some cases had two sections
utilizing sun orientations, one for summer residence
and the other for winter use. These houses usually
included extended families keeping kinship power
together.
The layout of all houses were strongly influenced by
the Islamic culture; they were inward looking houses
open to a private open space. They had no windows
on the street side except hole-like openings that
were occasionally used by women when they peaked
through to see what was happening on the street.
The sunny roofs played an important role in bringing
together the neighboring women who could not meet
in public spaces because of religious restrictions.
The roofs were also actively used by neighboring
children during winter when streets were muddy. In-
side the house women quarters were separated from
men's; guest quarter was always located near the
entrance hidden from the rest of the house.
10. RESIDENTIAL STREETS: All residential streets
were pedestrian oriented; they were winding and as
narrow as 2 meters. At times they were covered
above as a result of second story expansion of
dwellings. Today in the old sections of these cities
the irregular pattern and narrow streets make it
impossible for city services to be provided for those
areas; garbage trucks cannot get near the houses;
water pipelines and sewers are difficult and very
costly to install. The tight streets in these
densely constructed areas also prevent adequate
air circulation. Residential streets were always
muddy during the wet winter season because little
sun reaches the ground. On the other hand the
shaded streets were a delightful place in the summer
for walking, or playing, or chatting with neighbors.
People took pride in being associated with certain
streets; groups living on different streets were
often referred to by the names of these streets.
[29]
People of the different ethnic origins were often
found to be living on different streets. Such so-
cial function of the street was also reinforced by
the religious virtue of good neighborly relations.
11. MOSQUE: The mosque became the most important
center of religious practice as prayers are required
five times daily. It was also an important center
of community congregation where gatherings were
often held. Two types of mosques can be distinguished:
one is the small residential mosque by the residents
of a particular neighborhood; and the other is the
grand Friday Mosque "Masjid-i-Jamai" that is used by
the whole town dwellers for Friday prayers and during
religious festivities. Masjid-i-Jamai was the likely
place where interaction between large masses of town
dwellers and villagers could take place.
12. CISTERN: In some cities water distribution
was provided through a system of cisterns. The
cistern called "saradaba" was a domed structure of
brickwork that could store large quantity of water
that was brought in to the city through covered
aqueducts from an outside stream or spring. The
function of the cistern was: first to store water
for the dry season, second to keep water cool during
the hot season, and third to purify the drinking
water by helping the settlement of contained sand.
Some cisterns measured twenty meters in diameter.
13. PUBLIC BATH: In cities where private bathrooms
with hot water is a luxury, public baths play an
important sanitary role. In 1906 Herat had a public
bath for every 200 houses. A bath was a masonary
structure which its layout included a large room for
communal bathing as well as single rooms for
individual bathing. The rooms were well heated and
an ample supply of hot water was available. Certain
hours of the day were made available for men while
others were specified for women. A person would go
once a week to the hot and steamy public bath at
little cost. The baths also served a social function
where neighbors would have long leisurely conversa-
tions exchanging latest news and gossip.
PHOTOGRAPHS: All photographs are reproduced from 19th
Century sketches.
Top Left: Chouk of Kabul
Bottom Left: Palace inside citadel, Kandahar
Right: Chahr Suq of Kandahar
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III: KABUL
Background History
A romantic legend suggests that the name Kabul ori-
ginated in the following manner. A powerful king
was attracted to the area of Kabul by stories of a
beautiful lake that surrounded a rich island. Per-
sistently he built a long bridge of hay to get across.
He was so delighted with the land that he built a
city which he named 'Kahpul', 'kah' for hay and 'pul'
for bridge.
More objective sources such as Pliny, the Roman
geographer refer to the town called Ostopana which
is further identified by Ptolmy writing in 150 A.D.
as being called 'Kabura' on the 'Kophen' river.
The strategic location of Kabul on the main routes
leading to India, plus the defensive character of
the site- a city protected by mountains- made Kabul
a prize to be controlled. In the Fifth Century
the city's security was further increased by build-
ing massive defensive walls that followed the moun-
PHOTOGRAPHS
Top: View of Kabul in 1879
Bottom Left: Lahore Gate, 19th Century sketch
Bottom Right: View of Kabul from the river,
early 20th Century
tain crests. Two hundred years later the wave of
Islam approached and although Arabs had met with
great deal of resistance in the Afghan hinterland,
they eventually arrived around Kabul and met with
Kabul Shahi Dynasty who having reinforced the
walls were able to hold back the invaders for a full
year. Although Kabul was captured in 664, the popu-
lation was in constant revolt and the city had to be
reconquered several times. In 1504 Zahiruddin Mo-
hammad, later to be known as the famous Moghul king
Babur, conquered Kabul and made it his capital. The
city grew and many gardens were planted; extending
his power Babur went to Agra where he set up his
new capital. But he loved Kabul and often wrote
about the beautiful gardens and mountains that he
missed.
After the reign of Ahmad Shah Durrani, his son Timur
Shah moved the capital in Kabul in 1773. Upto this
time the importance of Kabul was often overshadowed
by other urban centers such as Herat and Kandahar;
but from this date on the leading position of Kabul
remained undisputed.
The size of Kabul in the Nineteenth Century remained
[33]
very much the same. The boundaries of the city at
this time were defined by the Sher Darwaza mountain
to the south, Kabul River to the north; and starting
from the Bala Hissar (citadel) to the east a wall
ran north towards the river completing the city's
defense system.
The physical structure of Nineteenth Century Kabul
possessed most elements of traditional urban centers
as explained earlier. Fortifications enclosed the
city; the entrance was controlled through seven gates;
and the swarming bazaars were charming centers of
city life. Citadel, the oldest section of the city,
remained to dominate the cityscape. The streets
were so narrow and winding that a British officer
complained: "There were no artillary brought-in as
the streets were so narrow and tortuous and the
bazaars so narrow."
Growth of Kabul
Sketchy evidence suggests that Kabul in its recent
history enjoyed some measure of growth and prosperity
during the time of King Babur in the Sixteenth Cen-
tury followed by a period of decline in the Seven-
teenth Century. It is estimated that Kabul during
the Seventeenth Century was nothing more than a
village town of about 10,000 people. The transfer
of the capital from Kandahar to Kabul in the second
part of Eighteenth Century was an important element
in reassuring Kabul's gradual growth in the subse-
quent decades. What follows is a sketchy tracing
of Kabul's growth with an outline of key events
that may point out to the nature of changes that
have taken place. The choice of periods under con-
sideration was based on the availability of maps
and information for those periods.
Kabul 1878-1916
According to H. Hansman, in 1878 Kabul had 23,000
houses with a population of 70,000 people. At this
time the city had an estimated area of 180 Hectares.
It is reasonable to consider what at this time lay
insider the walls as the city with villages like Deh
Afghanan, Bebi Maru, Deh Mazang, and Guzargah as
city suburbs. This is also clear from the usage of
the word 'deh' meaning village, which is used as
part of some of these names. Today these areas
are still called by their old rural names although
completely urbanized. The following are some of
the highlights of the period:
0 In 1878 Kabul was still enclosed by a wall;
famous bazaars at this time were the Chahr Chatta
Bazaar, the Shor Bazaar, the Chindawal Bazaar. The
[341
Population: 70,000
KABUL IN 1878 Area: 180 Ha.
city had a number of public spaces called 'chouk'.
The covered bazaar of Chahr Chatta had four of these
chouks. A chouk where important public gatherings
took place was located near today's Pul-i-Kheshti
mosque. At this time Amir Sher Ali (1869-1879)
wanted to build a new city, but his dream was never
realized.
4* In 1878 the first postal service and the first
arms factory (established in 1870) was still in
operation. The country's only newspaper, established
in 1875 and printed by means of lithography was still
in operation but discontinued later in 1879.
40 In 1903 famine and cholera took lives of thous-
ands of Kabulis; in the same year poplar trees lining
the streets were cut down because of fuel shortage.
4* In 1904 the first secondary school by the name of
Habibia was established; the school's library became
the first public library in Afghanistan. But out-
side Kabul education still took place in mosque
schools, a situation that remained unchanged for
many more years. In 1904 there were 1500 industrial
workers in Kabul.
* In 1905 king's automobile was the only automo-
bile in the country. Later Afghan Motor Transport
Company which had only four or five automobiles and
trucks was established. This followed by the ap-
pearance of the first policeman in Kabul. In the
same year the first cinematographic equipment was
brought to Kabul.
*0 In 1908 a telephone line linked Kabul and
Jalalabad. Later in 1911 the first clock tower
was built in the city. Between 1910 and 1913
the first hydroelectric power plant was built in
the country and Kabul was the only city to receive
[35]
electricity. In 1913 the first state hospital was
established; at this time Kabul had only one doctor
with modern training.
S At the turn of the century (1900-1910) city
dwellers were encouraged to wear European dress.
During these years palaces were built in Anglo-
Indian architectural styles and European furniture
was introduced in residences of the wealthy. Foun-
tain pen came into use and Kabul for the first
time received piped water. A public orphanage was
built; prison was reformed, and punishments such as
amputation of hands, cutting out of tongue, and
blinding was officially abolished. Photography and
photoengraving were introduced; European sports
such as golf,tennis, and ice-skating were for the
first time played and European terms were for the
first time used in native languages. Roads were
improved and Shahi Bazaar was expanded.
Kabul 1916-1930
Oscar von Niedermayer reported the-population of
Kabul to be 65,000 people in 1916. The area of the
city at this time can be estimated to be 400 Hec-
tares. The estimation of the reported population
is 5000 less than what was reported in 1878. Such
differential is partly due to the guesswork involved
Population: 65,000
Area: 400 Ha.KABUL IN 1916
in the estimation and partly because there were no
compelling causes that would make the population grow
during this time; therefore delicate comparisons
are irrelevant. The fact that the area of the city
has doubled between 1878 and 1916 is partly because
of the low density expansion in the periphery of
the city. There may also be a dimension of inaccu-
racy regarding what was considered to be the city
as opposed to country.
Under a process of expansion Kabul opened up during
[36]
this period to include the village of Deh Afghanan
across the river as part of the city. In the twen-
ties king Amanullah started building a new city on
a site fifteen kilometers southwest of the old city.
He called it Dar-ul-Aman meaning abode of security;
the name is also derived from the king's name. The
attempt to establish a new city to replace the old
was soon abandoned after his downfall in 1929. A
few buildings from that city still remain. Deliber-
ate attempts to introduce European culture and
design were influencing every aspect of life.
The following are some of the highlights of the
period:
* New roads between Kabul and other parts of the
country were increasingly constructed. Other public
construction included building of a new open theatre
outside of Kabul, a sanitorium, and a museum. In
1924 there were five airplanes in Afghanistan flying
between Kabul and Kandahar. The number of automobiles
went up to thirty; but trade was still carried by
pack animals. It is reported that equipment for a
hydroelectric plant was carried by elephants. In
1925 a radio station was built; in the same year
the metric system was introduced. During this time
telegraph was introduced and a soap factory was
built. In 1918 there were a total of 5000 industri-
al workers in the country.
0 In the twenties Kabul had only two doctors.
During the same years a treaty for archaeological
exploration was signed with a French mission.
* By 1928, 14 intermediatory and secondary schools
were established in Kabul; Esmat, later to be known
as Malalai was the first girls' school to be establ-
ished in the city. The number of girls attending
school in Kabul was 800 in 1928. Three new high
schools were built; previously only one existed.
0 Use of the veil by women was officially abolished;
this project was abandoned after Amanullah's downfall
in 1929. The first womens magazine "Irshad-i-Neswan"
was started; and according to family code of 1928,
marriage between inmates as well as child marriage
was outlawed.
*E In the twenties for the first time Afghan students
were sent abroad for study. The first junior college
was established in 1929. During the same years a
constitution with seventy articles were amended.
Significant elements of the Afghan economy in the
twenties were trade and government workshops.
[37]
Kabul 1930-1940
Ahmad and Aziz reported the population of Kabul to be
120,000 in 1936. The area of the city at this time
can be estimated to 500 Hectares. During the
thirties a large residential neighborhood was for
the first time planned outside the boundaries of
the old city. The development was for the first
time patterned after the gridion layout so typical
of new Western cities. Although villas existed
before this time, the idea of a single family de-
tached house on an individual plot, in contrast
to the densely attached housing of the old city,
was introduced. The new section was named Shahr-i-
Nau, meaning the new city. It was in this period
that the last gate of the city, Lahore Gate, was
torn down. Generally the 1930's were a period of
conservatism in which change was seen as a gradual
process in contrast to the radical reforms of the
1920's. The following are some of the highlights of the
period:
0 A new constitution was passed in 1931; use of
veil by women was made mandatory and governments
opposition to co-education was enforced. In the
process Malalai girls school was turned into a
nursing school.
Population: 120,000
Area Area: 500 Ha.KABUL IN 1940
{ Postal service was expanded; air-mail was ac-
cepted; air link between Kabul and Berlin was
established and telephone lines between Kabul and
other cities were expanded. An x-ray and electro-
therapy institute, a mental institution, a dental
clinic, a hospital for women, and a bacteriological
institute to fight cholera were established. Affili-
ation with Red Cross was established; but the overall
health service still remained very primitive.
0 The first bank in the country was initiated in
[38]
1930; later, in 1932, it was renamed the Afghan
National Bank. Raw materials were mined; thirty
joint cqppanies were set up; a cement factory was
built, and private sector was encouraged; but the
overall value of trade remained the same as in 1901.
* A college of medicine and a college of political
science was established; vocational schools such as
mechanical school, secretarial school, and school of
commerce were opened. In this period the first
theatrical show was performed. The Afghan Boy
Scout Association and the National Olympic Associ-
ation were established. In 1937 Afghanistan joined
the League of Nations.
Population: 150,000
Area: 750 Ha.KABUL IN 1950Kabul 1940-1950
According to R. Furon the population of Kabul in
1951 was 150,000. The area in 1950 can be estimated
to about 750 Hectares. During this period residen-
tial developments were planned on the west side of
the mountains. The social and economic development
of the city followed the slow and conservative pace
of the thirties.
The following are some of the highlights of the
period:
* The Unviersity of Kabul was officially inaugu-
rated in 1946; the College of Natural Sciences and
College of Letters were established. In Kabul less
than ten percent of school age girls were at school.
This low figure still points out to Kabul's advantage
to rural area where there were no schools for girls
at all.
* By the end of the 1940's the number of
in Kabul had increased by eight times. At
Kabul had the only cinema of the country.
Pohani Nandari was established in order to
radios
this time
In 1941
introduce
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theatrical performances.
} Afghanistan's economy basically depended on trade
and Kabul was the center. Home industry could only
meet ten percent to fifteen percent of home demand
for sugar, textiles, footwear, and so on. With
improvements of foreign trade, Kabul became the
center of the country's trade of Karakul, fruit,grain,
cotton, and wool- all major items of trade. During
this time Afghanistan had about 22,000 KW of elec-
tricity, most of it serving Kabul.
Kabul 1950-1960
J. Humlum reports the population of Kabul to be
250,000 in 1959. The area of the city in 1960 can
be estimated to about 150 Hectares. With the econo-
mic aid from the United States and Soviet Union,
Kabul underwent a new surge of growth. Kabul's
share of governmental investment began to rise.
Roads were improved, office buildings and hotels
began to appear, employment increased, natural
population growth as well as migration from other
cities began to rise and new residential areas
started mushrooming. The following are some of the
highlights of the period:
0 With 8% of the country's total population, Kabul
10Km
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had 73.8% of the country's secondary students.
40 After the appointment of Mohaimmad Daud as Prime
Minster a new policy of internationalism was vigor-
ously pursued. Afghan officials visited foreign
countries and foreign officials visited Kabul;
foreign aid and foreign loans were increased. In
1953 the Soviet Union gave a loan of 3.5 million
dollars for a granary and bakery to be built in
Kabul which followed by an intensive program of road
paving. Hundreds of Afghan students were sent
[40]
abroad. The technical school of AIT was established.
The first five year developmental plan was initiated
in 1957. Use of veil by women became voluntary.
Kabul 1960-1970
In 1970 the population of Kabul reached the half a
million mark. The area at this time can be estimated
to about 2700 hectares. Rapid growth of the city
that had started in the fifties continued through
the sixties. Modern buildings such as hotels,
cinemas, offices, institutions, and government
buildings began to dominate the city's skyline.
At the same time squatters increased rapidly and
the city's physical shape changed drastically.
The following are some of the highlights of the
period:
0 A new constitution by which the government be-
came separated from the royal family was ammended.
Succedding prime-ministers came from the small
group of educated middle class. Censorship was
loosened and the number of private newspapers in-
creased. Private industry was encouraged but on
the whole the economy moved along unhealthy lines:
trade deficit increased, Afghani was constantly
devalued; inflation took alarming dimensions; re-
liance on foreign aid and foreign loans went up;
Population: 500,000
KABUL IN 1970 Area: 2700 Ha.
social unrest, along with constant strikes at the
University of Kabul increased. These and other fac-
tors eventually led to the coup d'eta of 1973 which
abolished monarchy in favor of a republican form of
government.
is More and more city roads were paved; deep wells
were dug to supplement the city's water supply;
highways between Kabul and other cities were paved;
supply of electricity for the city was increased.
But on the whole the new progress could not keep
[41]
pace with the increase of population which resulted
in new shortages in housing and other related social
and physical services.
0 During this period, 73% of Kabul's population
remained illiterate. Women have had a higher propor-
tion of illteracy than men. In 1967 the city had
97 schools, a university, and numerous technical
and vocational schools. In 1968 there were about
3500 university students in Kabul; the graduating
class in all disciplines were about 450 students.
In the same year the city had 13 hospitals with a
total of 450 doctors.
Reliance on automobiles as a means of transport
increased rapidly. Towards the end of the 1960's
the city had some 30,000 cars as opposed to 300
transport buses and 800 taxis.
41 During these years the city had 4 banks, 10
movie theatres, 16 post offices, 5000 telephones,
5 dailies, 70 hotels, and 15 bookstores.
* Tourism during this decade increased markedly.
Some 40,000 people were said have visited Kabul
each year.
Top: View of Kabul in 1906
Bottom Left: Street scene in new Kabul
Bottom Right: Aerial view of new housing in Kabul
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1. Kabul clings to the side of Asmai (2100 m) and
Sher Darwaza (2332 m) mountains. The latitude of
Kabul is 35 degrees North; its longitude is 69
degrees East. Kabul River flows by way of Guzargah
gorge and cuts through the city's center. Summer
and winter temperatures range between-20 deg.C and
38 deg.C; percipitation mostly occurs during the
winter and spring with an annual average of 350 mm.
The four seasons are clearly marked by snow in the
winter, rain in the spring, and dryness and dust
for the rest of the year. Water is limited, with
vegetation dependent on irrigation, green areas in
the city are few and only occur in private spaces.
2. Kabul is the major trade center in the country.
Most commercial firms are located in Kabul where
most of the country's business activities take
place. The working population is estimated to be
27%. Because the city is the administrative center
of the country, a large portion of the working
population is employed in adminstrative jobs followed
<3
PHOTOGRAPHS:
Left: Old section of Kabul
Right: Panorama of Kabul
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by two other large employment sectors: crafts
industry and commerce. There is very little manu-
facturing in the city. During the sixties an in-
dustrial park was established in order to attract
private industry. All banks are located in Kabul
with some having branches in other cities.
3. The city of Kabul is the center of Kabul pro-
vince as well as the capital of the country. The
boundaries of metropolitan Kabul are unclear. The
municipality of Kabul is made up of ten districts.
All urban planning projects are directed under the
guidance of the Central Authority for Housing and
Town Planning; a national office in the Ministry
of Public Works. The municipality of Kabul enforces
regulations and approves drawings. Upto now Kabul
has not had a comprehensive building code. The
city's fire and police departments work under the
Ministry of Interior.
4. Reliable information about the population of
Kabul does not exist. Estimates are that the popu-
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
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lation of the city grew from about 10,000 in the
17th Century to about 500,000 in 1970 with its
highest growth occurring during the last two decades.
Today it has almost one half of the total urban
population of the country with an annual growth rate
of 6% compared to the national growth rate of 2.1% in
1968. The 6% figure represents 2% from natural in-
crease and 4% from migration.
5. Approximately 65% of the population in Kabul have
incomes of below $30 per month. With rising prices
of food and housing, an average of 100% during three
years in the sixties, the $30 income represents
the subsistence level for a family of six; 20% of
the population have incomes of between $30 and $50
per month; 10% have incomes of between $50 and $100
per month and 5% have incomes of over $100 per month.
6. The city has a serious problem of hygiene due
to lack of running water and sewage system. In the
old section of the city open sewage runs along the
side of the street; in the new sections of the city
septic tanks are used. Twenty percent of the
houses in the city have their own coduits while
the remaining eighty percent rely on the city's
530 common taps. Most city streets are paved; others
are dusty or muddy depending on the season of the
year. Almost all houses in Kabul have electricity
legally or illegally.
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IV: EXISTING RESIDENTIAL
PATTERNS
Eight examples of residential settlements are pre-
sented in this chapter. They are samples of a di-
verse cross-section of housing situations in the
city; it includes low to high income sectors, low
to high population densities, and private self-
help housing to government housing. The cases are
presented in the time order that they were built.
The cases are: (1) Shor Bazaar, (2) Shahr-i-Nau,
(3) Karta-i-Panj, (4) Nanabad-i-Dehmazang, (5)
Noor Mohammad Shah Maina, (7) Nader Shah Maina, and
(8) Settlement of the Qawals. The analysis of these
typologies bring about the following conclusions:
* Over 90% of the city's dwellings are in the form
of court houses with the majority of structures
being one or two stories high. Housing in the form
of apartment blocks are uncommon.
* The majority of houses in low and medium income
localities are built in adobe, the traditional
]1
PHOTOGRAPHS:
Top Left: Prefabricated housing in Kabul
Top Right: Squatters in Kabul
Bottom Left: Street scene in old Kabul
Bottom Middle & Rigt: Court house in old Kabul
construction material abundantly available. Foun-
dations are always made from the locally available
stone.
* There has been very little involvement of
government in the construction and finance of
housing.
* Little financing opportunities have been
available to families in helping them construct
their houses. People always have had to rely on
personal savings and family loans, when they could,
to finance their housing needs. The contribution
of Construction and Mortgage Bank has been very
small. They used to give loans to government civil
servants for 3% interest to the bank's share holders
for 4%, and to others for 6%; all for periods of 15
to 25 years. But at the present time the bank's
activities have practically stopped.
0 Except for the hillside squatters, all land
subdivision and development have been undertaken by
the government. Such influence, although not always
used wisely, is apparent in all of the new residen-
tial settlements of the city.
[49]
* Dwellings are heated by stoves and space heaters
using coal and wood for fuel. Therefore high ceilings
and open plans have been inefficient. Central heating
is not used because of high cost; Case 7 is an excep-
tion.
0 With the exception of one project (Case 7), which
has its own sewage system and treating plant, the
rest of the city either depends on pit latrines or
septic tanks.
Except Case 8, all other housing types in the
city have had access to electricity.
} Only Cases of 2 and 7 have had access to
private piped water. All others depend on public taps.
taps.
* 40% of Kabul's inhabitants rent their dwellings.
*$ Residential density in the city ranges from
about 100 P/Ha to about 1500 P/Ha.
& Except Case 1, all other houses are between
5 and 40 years old.
*0 Majority of houses accommodate between 3 to 9
people.
* 40% of houses in Kabul accommodate 3 persons per
room, and 30% 2 persons per room.
* The traditional methods of construction have
been unable to meet the great demand of new housing.
New methods have been mixed with the old in a con-
flicting way thus lowering the standard of construc-
tion.
* There has been very little evidence of integra-
tive approach to community development; i.e.: housing
is not integrated with employment centers, recrea-
tional space, commercial areas, schools and so on.
[50]
NOTES:
The eight cases of housing typologies are presented in
the following pages. Each case includes the following
information:
- A key map that shows the location of the locality
within the boundaries of the city accompanies each case.
- The Locality Segment Plan showing 400m X 400m area
represents a typical section within the locality. The
400m dimension is considered a reasonable limit within
which the environment is easily identified by its
inhabitants.
- Factors such as private area, public circulation and
density which are important in evaluating physical
layouts are calculated for a typical area taken from
the locality segment. The size and boundaries of this
area varies from one locality to the next in order to
create comparable standards.
- Each case is presented with a typical dwelling plan
that shows the character of the dwelling layout.
- Relevant informations regarding the quality of the
environment are listed from 1 to 8.
Although some of the information presented is tentative,
they are meant to provide a checklist for evaluation
and comparison of the different dwelling environments.
[51]
1. Shor Bazaar
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: Shor Bazaar is the oldest
residential locality in Kabul. Most of the houses
date back to more than 100 years ago. Although
changing, it has always occupied what is considered
to be the heart of the city.
2. LAYOUT: The locality is a good example of the
pre-industrial/Islamic urban pattern described
earlier: narrow and tortuous streets with densely
attached houses.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: Shor Bazaar has the highest
population density in the city. According to one
estimate the whole of the city core contains 2/3
of the city's population. Although the quarters
of the wealthy at one time, today it has mostly
turned into tenementsfor the very low-income sector.
4. CIRCULATION: Circulation is completely pedes-
trian oriented. Streets are too narrow and irregu-
lar for vehicles. Muddy streets make walking very
difficult during the winter.
5. LAND USE: Residential, commercial and small
scale industrial uses are mixed. Use of land is eco-
nomically efficient.
6. LOT LAYOUT: Lots are layed out in an irregular
pattern each differing in size and shape from the
one next to it. The basic house plan is an arrange-
ment of rooms around a courtyard. Housing structures
1st FLOOR PLAN 2nd FLOOR PLAN
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are from one to four stories high.
7. SERVICES: The locality depends on latrines and
individual wells. Drinking water is carried either
by users or by water carriers or "saqa" from water
taps outside the locality. With no sanitary system
sewage often flows along the streets.
8. CONSTRUCTION: All houses are built from adobe
either used as bearing wall or at times mixed with
a wood framing system used for the light upper story
additions.
[52]
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.2. Shahr-i-Nau
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: As it is apparent from its
name (the new city) this locality is the first hous-
ing development to be built outside the old city in
1930's. Located near the city center it is one of
the prestigeous residential sections of the city.
2. LAYOUT: With the development of this locality
griding iron layout was for the first time intro-
duced in the city.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: It is a low density area.
Residents are mainly government civil servants,
businessmen, or foreign nationals, all falling
within the high-income bracket.
4. CIRCULATION: It is the earliest residential
development in the city which is planned for auto-
mobile circulation. Blocks are rectangular and
streets are used by both automobiles and pedestrians.
5. LAND USE: Although predominantly residential,
because of the rising land values the large lots
on the main streets are increasingly rebuilt for
commerical uses. Luxury stores, cinemas, restau-
rants, and night clubs are increasingly popping out
in this section of the city.
6. LOT LAYOUT: Losts are layed out back to back
within the rectangular block. Houses are detached
bungalow-type located in the center of a walled compound.
7. SERVICES: This locality totally depends on
SECTION
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modern bathrooms and spetic tanks. Individual
houses have piped water from the city inside their lots.
8. CONSTRUCTION: Materials originally used for
construction of these houses were stone, sun-dried
brick, burnt brick, and wood. Stone was used for
foundation; burnt-brick was used on exposed surfaces
and corners; sun-dried brick (adobe) was used inside
the bulky walls; and wood poles were used for roof
beams. Roofing material was mud mixed with straw.
But because of rising value of the neighborhood
old structures are constantly replaced by new
buildings constructed from burnt brick, concrete,
and tin for roofs.
[54]
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3. Karta-i-Panj
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: Located on the west side
of the Asmai and Sher Darwaza mountains, this lo-
cality was built in the 1950's. As usual land sub-
division was carried by the government and then lots
were sold to families who built their houses either
through self-help or by hiring artisans.
2. LAYOUT: A new element of semi-public cul-de-sac
that serves the interior of the block is introduced
in this locality.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: Most of the inhabitants
are Hazara migrants from the central area of Afghan-
istan who have either first settled in the inner
core of the city or have lived in different sections
of the city working as servants and then moved to
this section after some improvement of their economic
life. They fall within the low income sector. .
4. CIRCULATION: Paved vehicular roads surround
the block; unpaved pedestrian walkways serve the
interior of the block.
5. LAND USE: Local commercial activities have
developed along one of the main streets; there are
mosques (built through community participation) but
there does not exist any park space. Children play
on the streets.
6. LOT LAYOUT: Lots are layed out back to back;
they cluster around the cul-de-sac access.
PLAN
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7. SERVICES: Like most other sections of the city,
this locality depends on latrines and individual
wells. Some families have modern bathroom and
septic tanks. There are city water taps near the
locality.
8. CONSTRUCTION: Stone foundation, sun-dried brick
walls, and wood pole beams and mud roofs are the
typical construction materials.
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4. Nauabad-i-Dehmazang
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: Dehmazang as a village has
survived from early history of Kabul; but Nauabad-i-
Dehmazang is a good example of the new squatter
settlements that are spreading up the city's hill-
sides. The settlement is located on the slopes of
Asmai near the Guzargah gorge.
2. LAYOUT: Two factors have influenced the layout
of the residential pattern: the hilly site condi-
tion and the illegal ownership of land. These
factors have affected the irregular shapes of the
streets and lots as well as the haphazard occurence
of buildings.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: The locality has high popu-
lation density. Its inhabitants are mostly migrants
that have either directly settled in the area or
else they first settled in other sections of the
city before constructing their houses here. They
fall within the category of low-income sector.
4. CIRCULATION: The narrow,irregular streets are
only suited to pedestrian movements and pack animals.
5. LAND USE: Commercial activities occur at the
foot of the hill, on the main street. Neighboring
schools and employment centers are easily reached.
6. LOT LAYOUT: Lots are irregular in shape and
they differ in size. Houses on the lower part of
the slope are two story apartment-like structures
1st FLOOR PLAN 2nd FLOOR PLAN
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overlooking the circulation paths. As one goes
higher houses are detached and spread out.
7. SERVICES: All houses depend on latrines. No
source of water within the locality exists. Water
needed to be carried up from the foot of the hill.
Water carriers using goatskins often sell water to
individual houses at high prices. Scarcity at times
forces the recycling of water for different uses.
Houses have access to electricity.
8. CONSTRUCTION: Houses are built solidly from
brick and stone. Because of its availability on.
the site stone is used extensively.
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5. Noor Mohammad Shah Maina
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: This project is located
on the eastern edge of the city. The government
provided lots and house plans with construction
guidelines to encourage the self-help process.
2. LAYOUT: Small lots are arranged back to back
creating long and narrow blocks.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: 40% of population have
moved in from the old city, 26% from the neighboring
villages, the rest from new wards or provinces. The
occupant's income level is low.
4. CIRCULATION: The narrow streets serve both for
pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Land for cir-
culation is used inefficiently. The locality is
connected to the city center by a bus line along the
main road.
5. LAND USE: No recreational space is provided
within the locality. Commercial activities occur
along the main street. The locality is quite far
from the employment centers of the city.
6. LOT LAYOUT: The locality has some of the smal-
lest lot sizes in the city. Plans of the dwellings
are mostly formed by and arranging rooms around an
enclosed courtyard.
7. SERVICES: The locality is far from the city's
water reservoirs. Dwellings depend on wells for
water supply, on latrines for sewage disp6sal.
I
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8. CONSTRUCTION: Dwellings are one story structures
constructed from adobe.
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6. Khair Khana Experimental
Project
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: Located in an isolated
area north of the city, the project is one of
the government's new experiments (with the help of
the U.N.) for building low cost housing. The
area is too far from employment and cultural centers
of the city.
2. LAYOUT: The layout of the project is different
from the usual government subdivisions. Clusters of
housing units are arranged within a square block.
Deviations from the usual grid pattern are apparent.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: Inhabitants are mostly those
who have moved in from other crowed sections of the
city. They are from the medium-income sector of the
city.
4. CIRCULATION: Pedestrian and automobile circula-
tions are mixed in an unstructured way.
5. LAND USE: Open/rereational space is planned
within the block. But land responsibility in terms
of control is not clear. The location of the pro-
ject in an uncontrolled flood plain has brought
repeated disasters.
6. LOT LAYOUT: Court house units with one story
structures are layed out back to back and arranged
to form clusters.
7. SERVICES: No improvement over the conventional
method of latrines and drinking wells is made. The
locality has electricity, but no telephone service
exists.
8. CONSTRUCTION: Dwellings are constructed from
adobe. Flimsy details have caused the structures
to erode.
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7. Nader Shah Maina
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: Located within the 5 Km
radius from the city center, the project was built
by prefabrication process as part of the Soviet
Unions assistance in the 1960's.
2. LAYOUT: It has the conventional apartment
block layout that can be seen in any part of the
world.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: The project has a population
of about 10,000 people. Occupants fall within the
high and middle-income groups.
4. CIRCULATION: Automobile access is provided to
every block. Pedestrian circulation serves the
interior of the block. A public bus line connects
the project to the city center.
5. LAND USE: The project includes 60 apartment
blocks with 2192 flats and a total of 141,000 Sqm
of floor space. There are 4 schools for 480 pupils
each, 2 kindergartens, 3 cafes, and 5 local shopping
centers. There is no control over the use of open
space which makes its upkeep by the city very in-
efficient.
6. LOT LAYOUT: Unlike other settlements in the
city, individual lots or private patios do not exist.
The units are owned through a condominium arrangement,
the only case in the city.
PARTIAL PLAN
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7. SERVICES: The project has its own water supply
system, sewage system and treatment plant, as well
as central hot water supply and central heating sys-
tem.
8. CONSTRUCTION: All components of the blocks are
factory made in Kabul, then brought to the site
and assembled.
[64]
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8. Settlement of the Qawals
IU
1. LOCATION AND ORIGIN: These settlements are
often transitional. They occur in the periphery
of the city and belong to the migratory workers
who may stay only for one season after which their
camps may disappear; or else they may decide to
stay longer and then will build more permanent
shelters.
2. LAYOUT: Upon arrival to the city migrants pick
up an unutilized piece of land that may be privately
owned within an existing subdivision or else it
would be an unattended piece of public land. On
this piece of land they set up their camps clustered
around small communal spaces.
3. POPULATION/INCOME: The population originates
in the eastern part of Afghanistan. They move west
as farming season changes to function as farm la-
boreres. When they reach urban centers like Kabul
they may either stay on a temporary basis as laborers
or else after finding some measure of economic se-
curity they may decide to live longer. They fall
within the lowest income sector.
4. CIRCULATION: No organized system of circulation
exists. Shelters are reached only through pedestrian
access.
t LOT LAYOUT: Land around the shelters is used
communally. Since the dwellers do not own the land,
0
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no property division exists.
LAND USE: Shelters are built on land that they do
not own. Territories are defined but not confined.
Communal spaces are also used for making the few
crafts they are engaged in. Feeding bins are con-
structed on the side of shelters for animals.
7. SERVICES: Often when the residence is temporary
no sanitary installations such as latrines are built.
Water is brought in from neighboring wells.
8. CONSTRUCTION: For temporary stay tents are used
as shelter; but for longer stay more permanent huts
are constructed from the mud available on the site.
[66]
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The Case of a Progressive
Dwelling
Modern technology and new labor organizations are
rapidly changing the traditional process of progres-
sive self-help housing that for the most part adequate-
ly responded to environmental and social needs of
developing groups. The flexible progressive process
is more and more replaced by rigid instant housing.
By taking creativity and initiative from the hands of
the users who in the past always on their own managed
to adapt physical environment/housing to their socio-
economic needs, the new changes to some extent have
increased housing shortage and have fostered a lack
of interest in home improvement.
But in Kabul still over 75% of people build their
dwellings in traditional progressive manner. The
case presented in this section traces the changing
relations between the dwelling and family structure
household income, land values and utilities over a
time span of 25 years from 1948 to 1973.
From the time when the young family bought a piece
of land to the time when the dwelling was finally
subdivided into three distinct units- one for the
main family, one for the newly married son, and
one for renting- continuing changes between the
dwelling and the socio-economic status of family took
place. Sometime after the initial development, more
rooms were added for cooking and storage facilities.
Later a new section was added in the back for winter
use, afterwards these rooms were used by the grand-
mother and uncles who moved in following the death
of the grandfather. After three years they moved
out and subsequently another relative who needed
housing moved in. At the same time the children
grew and demanded more space which in turn later
compelled the relative to move out. Finally the
eldest son got married and built his own unit in
the corner. The other sons moved away for education.
This diminished the size of the family who then de-
cided to keep the back part for its own use and
rented the front portion.
Other factors progressed all along. The process of
construction responding to new pressures for higher
use as a result of rising land values continued. At
the same time improvements were made in utilities
and equipment. The front road was paved, piped
water replaced the individual well, telephone was
installed, latrine was replaced by a modern bathroom
and spetic tank, and the tradiational cooking room
using wood was replaced by a modern kitchen.
Some of these changes are represented in the drawings.
The drawings show four intervals from among nine
distinct stages in the development of the dwelling.
Understanding of these processes is important for
formulating new attitudes and methods in dealing
with the problems of physical environment as respon-
ses to the social, economic and cultural needs of
different sectors of the society.
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Street
UNIT PLAN (1948)
Street
UNIT PLAN (1951)
Street
UNIT PLAN (1967)
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D.R B BR BR KF.R INDEX
L.R TeR BR L.R: Living Room: mainly used for guest entertainmentTER
I I and has a formal character.
D.R: Dining Room: used during formal occassions.
F.R: Family Room: where everyday activities such as
BR eating and cooking take, place.
BR: Bedroom: mainly used for sleeping.
~ H.w: a traditional bath only used for washing.
4 TER D: an enclosed area where waste from the latrine
BR is disposed- farmers used to collect the waste0
K BR BR
U from this area.
E- COOK: a traditional kitchen planned for the use of
R U) wood as fuel.
L.RTOR: a store room where unused articles and winter
food was stored.
--- 3 G GSERV: servant's room.
GS
H: hall
F.R: modern kitchen.
Street TER: terrace.
B: modern bathroom
garage
W.C: toilet
UNIT PLAN (1973)
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V: WELAYATI: A PROTOTYPE
COMMUNITY
Population is growing in Kabul at a rate of 5 to 6%;
at the same time the ability of an increasing number
of people to meet their housing need is diminishing.
Rising values of urban land, rising cost of construc-
tion materials, changing organization of labor and
construction, non-existence of long term mortgage
funds, and rising building standards are among the
factors that are making the housing situation more
and more difficult for the average man, particularly
the poor. Dissatisfaction is growing, and more
pressure is put on the government to respond to the
risinq needs. The result has been overcrowding in
the old town and the development of squatters on the
hillsidesand on the periphery of the city. A U.N.
estimate shows that 21% of Kabul's population live
in slums and squatters.
All this necessitates a search for new solutions to
the housing problem of the city.
This proposed prototype is intended 'to create new
PHOTOGRAPH:
Aerial view of the site for the prototype
community
discussions and enhance alternative visions to the
conventional approaches to the problems of housing
and low-income settlements.
The size of the project is based on a number of pro-
jections made by Dr. Kurt Hendrickson in a report for
the economic development of the city of Kabul. He
projects that Kabul's population, considering a 5%
annual growth rate, will reach 840,000 people by 1981.
This in turn will lead to a rapid increase in the
labor force of about 207,000 people by that same
year. To be able to provide housing and jobs for
this increase he projects the need for 19.4 billion
afghanis to be invested as part of the economic
development of the city. This would mean provision
of about 30,000 housing units during 1971-1981.
Another report by the U.N. has also pointed out to
the need for 3000 housing units per year for the
low-income groups who will not have adequate finances
and will require technical and financial assistance;
assuming another 3000 units per year are built through
the private sector by the upper and middle income groups.
Followings are some of the assumptions which are
implicit in the design of this project:
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* It assumes that the housing problem can hardly
be solved in a piecemeal fashion of constructing a
few units; it rather proposes that housing needs to
be dealt with in a large scale to have any effective
result. It further assumes that such housing program
should integrate plans for the social and economic
growth of its inhabitants meaning that it should be
large enough to include services such as schools,
health facilities, family planning programs, adult
education, vocational schools and so on.
* It is meant for the low and middle income sectors
of the population, basically those who cannot afford
housing through the private market.
0 Its emphasis is more on site and services and
land subdivision rather than construction of the shelter.
* It proposes a mix of traditional and modern
technologies in a complimentary way. Only in the
case of public housing, when the government can afford
investment at one time, it encourages the use of pre-
fabricated systems in building instant units that
will also create an environment during the initial
stage of the project. In other cases it assumes
the provision of small scale, prefabricated building
components such as beams, planks, lintels etc. to be
made available by the government to the self-help builder.
40 It encourages the mix of incomes from the middle
to the low with the possibility of devising mechanism
by which the profits that are made on those who can
afford it be distributed to those who cannot afford it.
* Although it is out of the scope of this study to
make any specific recommendation, this project points
out ways by which ecological recycling of urban uses
and farm uses of water and sewage could be achieved.
* It proposes a policy that will encourage utili-
zation of waste land, as opposed to valuable farm-
land, for urban use. In the past the city has been
conveniently been expanding over the surrounding
farmland. This process has greatly harmed economic
and environmental life of the city. In a country
where no efficient system of transporation, storage,
and refrigeration for farm products exist, farmlands
near the city are important economic assets. They
supply all the vegetable needs of the city that
cannot be brought in over long distances. In fact
a close look shows that one factor that has helped
the increasing price of food in recent years in Kabul
has been the rapid disappearance of the surrounding
farmland. Environmentally the disappearance of the
greenery has been a significant cause behind the in-
creasing dust pollution of the city.
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The Site: Welayati
LOCATION:
Located 5 km south of the city center, it is located
within the walking distance from the city's major
lumberyard- an important small scale industry; but
it is 10Km away from the Industrial Park.
AREA:
Gross area of the site:
Land already occupied by the existing
village:
Reserve land:
235 Ha.
14 Ha.
60 Ha.
BOUNDARIES:
Occupying a re-entrant valley, the site is strongly in-
fluenced by natural features. On three sides- north,
west and south- it is enclosed by the sharp mountain
slopes; on the east side the boundary is defined by the
private farmland.
ACCESS:
Kabul-Gardez highway passes adjacent to the site on
the east side.
TRANSPORTATION:
Existing Shah Shahid bus line stops 2 Km short of the
site. Development of Welayati would mean extension
SITE LOCATION
of this line to incorporate the new community into
the city's transport system.
TOPOGRAPHY:
With the expansion of the city and increasing scar-
city of urban land the need to utilize the city's
hillside for planned development becomes more and
more realistic. The site chosen for development has
between 2 to 8% slope.
LAND OWNERSHIP:
Unused public land.
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LAND COST:
The site is presently unused; its value will only
be set by the government after development.
UTILITIES:
Electric power line can be brought in from the other
side of the mountain from the Breshna Koat main
station. The community will have its own water
system from either deep wells dug at the base of the
site or from the stream adjacent to the farmland.
New telephone lines if desired should be brought in.
EXISTING STRUCTURES:
A small village that houses the farming community
is located on the southeastern corner of the site.
There are other numerous structures scattered around
the site as well. An underground qanat system used
for irrigation of the farms is also located on the
site.
OTHER FACTORS:
Views: The slope site will enhance aesthetics of
the environment; the community will have a view
over the greenery of the farmland.
Smoke and odors: None
Flooding: Well constructed drainage around the peri-
phery of the site should be provided to prevent
flooding of the settlement.
Hazards: None.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Soil condition should be thoroughly investigated
and water table should be checked.
2. Underground qanat system is encouraged to be kept
and it should be rebuilt with permanent structures, if
technical problems necessitates its destruction new
sources of water for the farmland should be investi-
gated. Recycled water from the settlement maybe a
possibility.
3. Although one may say that the village on the cor-
ner of the site is built on public land, there is an
old tradition in the country that entitles every farmer
to use the adjacent hillside or non-irrigated land for
dry-farming or buildings, or any other use. In this
case the tradition should be respected and the village
should be preserved by incorporating it with the new
community.
LAND FEATURES
Irrigation Ditch
-- - --- Qanats
Cemetery
Trail
- . . Path and Ditch
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Housing Types
The chart on the opposite page shows the relationships
between different housing types and the factors fam-
ily structure, income, tenure, technology, develop-
ment, size, capacity, building process, and infra-
structure. Six types of housing are considered: four
story walk-ups, two story row-houses, individual hou-
ses, tenements combined with commercial and small
scale industries, core/shell units and lots. Selec-
tion of these housing types are based on the study of
existing housing situations in the city. All figures
in the chart are tentative and are just used to indi-
cate a range. Figures in parentheses represent
percentage of total population in the project.
1. FOUR STORY WALK-UPS:
Apartment blocks are proposed to be largely built by
the government along the main streets and to be re-
sold to people with long term mortgages. The small
percentage that will be built by the private sector
will be basically for rental. Utilities and mainten-
ance will be centralized.
2. TWO STORY ROW-HOUSES:
Row houses will be mixed with apartments. Two basic
lot sizes - 6m x 20m and 9m x 20m are proposed to be
developed: Utilities and maintenance will be cen-
3. INDIVIDUAL HOUSES:
Complete units will be built by private developers
for resale.
4. TENEMENTS AND SHOPS:
Local commercial and small scale industries will be
mixed with residential quarters. Options such as
having a shop next to (or underneath) rooms for
living will be available.
5. CORE/SHELL UNITS:
A basic core of a house such as two rooms, one
for living and one for services, will be made
available by the government. Occupants will
further expand and improve their dwellings as
time goes on.
6. LOTS:
Individual lots will be sold to individuals who
will develop them as they see appropriate.
Following are the definitions and underlying
assumptions for the different factors:
FAMILY STRUCTURE:
- Three types of households are considered: Singles
are those who live by themselves; nuclear families
tralized.
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FAMILY DEVELOP- SIZEBULIGNFASTUCUR INCOME TENURE TECHNOLOGY 2 CAPACITY BUILDING INFRA-STRUCTURE MENT 2 PROCESS STRUCTURE(m)
HOUSING d * d d d d d d d d dN) Ilrn U) 0 ul en) 0 r- M~ M~ dP 0 01- o N C1 o e o oN fn L o ol! 0
TYPES
( 9 0 U)
H5
( 1% 0 0 0 H 0 8 7 L2I0 *O UH 1. 1- i -I En D0 q H WU~ 4 N
H x 0 H H H x4 0 ~ .CZ 0J E-4 0 ) 01wz F4
V~ z ~2 ~ . > 0 0 UL HH zZ E-4 E- z 134 IPL Pi-Z0 CIl. Hn Ha4z)
WALK-UPS 6000 0 4.5 750
40% 60% % 00% - - - 100% - 20% 80% 20% 80% - 70 1 15 - 100% YES YES
(10%)SS9000 96 40 4.5 2750
TENENETS2400250 2 4. 75
+O75HOS 6 40% 25 100 0 - 100%- -100% - 50% 50% 6 9 07 15 20% 80% YES YES
(10%) 9000300 80 7.5 1250H
INDIVIDUA
HOUSES E 2400 140 50 7.5 125 
- 100% YES YES
UIS - 77% 23% -35% 45% 100% -0 -5 00% 10 100% 
- TST
(10%) 9000 720 100 11.254875
0
U)
TENEMNETS 2400250 4.5 750 U)
+ SHOPS 60% 40% - 100% - 60% - - 80% 20% - 20 80% 12 6 40% 60% TS TS W
9000 800 (m 1) 7.5 250 H
(15%) H
CORE/SHEL 2400 140 24 15.752625 E-
UNITS - 77% 23% -55% 45% 100% - - - 100- - 100% 190 24 mn217217 6 100% - TS TS
(35%)
2400 140 9 1500
LOTS - 75% 25% -100%- 100% - - 80% 20% - - 000 11 - - -TS TS
10% 072 15 2500
(20%)
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consist of only parents and their children; and
extended families include more than one family-
parents with their children, married sons or daugh-
ters, grandparents or grandchildren.
- The percentages are based on the existing figures
for the city of Kabul. There are about 10% single,
65% nuclear and 25% extended.
INCOME:
- The three lowest sectors- medium, low, and very low
which constitute 85% of the population are included
in the project.
- Medium constitutes 20% of the population and is
defined as those households (a family of six) having
a yearly income of Afsl8,000 to Afs30,000 or about
$360 to $600.
- Low constitutes 50% of the city's population and
has a yearly income of Afs10,000 to Afsl8,000 or
$200 to $360. This group is at the subsistence
level.
- Very low income people are the bottom 15% of the
population who have incomes of below Afs10,000 or
$200 per year.
- Mixed meaning that certain building parts such
as beams, planks, lintels, and roofing materials will
be factory made and other parts will be made tradi-
tionally.
- Traditional meaning labor intensive process using
artisans.
DEVELOPMENT:
Two forms are proposed:
- Public meaning government involvement.
- Private meaning individuals or private firms.
BUILDING PROCESS:
Two forms are proposed:'
- Incremental: when the dwelling is gradually built
over time.
- Instant: when the complete structure is built at
one time.
TECHNOLOGY:
Three forms of building technology are proposed:
- Modern meaning industrialized building systems,
capital intensive.
NOTE:
Afs50 = U.S. $1
People and Activitities
Urban spaces are rarely designed realistically to ade-
quately fit human needs. Such failures have often a-
risen from miscalculations and wrong projections of
basic human needs and activities. As a result the
designed spaces have often been left unused. This
section classifies people's activities and trace them
through daily life. The chart is intended to provide
the criteria for the size and character of different
urban spaces. Such criteria will obviously change
from one culture and situation to the other.
ACTIVITY CHART
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ACTIVITIES
AGE GROUP TYPE OF PROXIMITY MODE OF SIZE NOTES
M A L E F E M A L E S P A C E T O H O U S E T R A N S P O R T ( m_2 N O T E S - T h e c h a r t i s s p e c i
M HOME/NURSERY HOME/NURSERY HOUSE YARD/- -/400 m WALK 25- 400 fically worked out for
2-5 A HOME/PLAY HOME/PLAY HOUE YARD- 25-400 the prototype communi-CLUSTER YARD 
- 100-3000- ty; it does not imply
E HOME HOME 
- universal application.
M - Only those activities
SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHOOL YARD 600 m WALK/BUS 500-2000 that affect urban spaces
are taken into consi-6-14 A OUTDOOR PALY OUTDOOR PLAY CLUSTER YARD 800 m WALK 100-3000 deration.
E HOME HOME -- 
- The column TYPE OF
----
__SPACE only takes into
15-20 M SCHOOL/WORK SCHOOL/WORK SCHOOL YARD/- 4 Km WALK/BICYCLE/ consideration leisure
BUS 500-2000 .ctivity spaces.
15-20 A PLAY/WORK HOME/PLAY/WORK COMMUNITY
PARK/- 2 Km WALK/BICYCLE OVER 3000
E STDY/EISUE SUDY2-5: Represents. pre-E STUDY/LEISURE STUDY 
-school 
age.
M COLLEGE/WORK COLLEGE/HOME - 10 Km BICYCLE/BUS 6-14: Represents primary
school age.
20-30 A COLLEGE/WORK COLLEGE/HOME - 10 Km BICYCLE/BUS 15-20: Represents secon-
dary school (6-12 grades)
E STUDY/LEISURE STUDY - 10 Km - - age.
M WORK SHOPPING MARKET PLACE 10 Km WALK/BUS 20-30: Represents college
100-1000 age.
OVER - OVER 30: Represents head
30 A WORK HOME - 10 Km WALK/BUS ofafaiy30 of a family.
M; Morning; A: Afternoon;E HOME/LEISURE HOME/LEISURE , - - - M Evening
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Land Use
Ha
235Gross area within the boundaries of the site:
Land used by the existing village:
Reserve land:
Available land for development:
PUBLIC LAND: - Circulation:
- Schools, playgrounds,
parks, open spaces:
- Markets, stalls, public/
community facilities,
reserved land:
PRIVATE LAND: - Residential, commercial,
small scale industries:
The site has strongly been defined by natural features;
therefore it should be developed as a whole.
The site has a potential population of 45,000 to
75,000 people at a density of 300 P/HA to 500 P/HA
at the saturation stage. This represents 1/11 to 1/7
of Kabul's present population.
The site development will be a small sized town and
should be planned accordingly, not only in terms of
community services but also in terms of the following
options:
- DIFFERENT INCOME GROUPS
- DIVERSITY OF CHOICES IN LAND TENURE
- DIVERSITY IN HOUSING PROGRAMS
- PUBLIC AND PRIVATE DEVELOPERS
AND FUNDING
14
60 The Land Use Plan (opposite page) shows:
161 100 - OPEN AREAS, PARKS: Located in the center of the
site it forms an open central spine that cuts east
32 20 and west from one end of the site to the other.
13 8 SCHOOLS: Occupies an area about 700 Sq. m. in the
middle of each urban unit.
PUBLIC FACILITIES AREA: Located along the central
5 3 .
spine.
111 69 RESIDENTIAL AREA: Located inside the ring road be-
tween the areas described above.
OPEN/RESERVED LAND: All land outside the ring road
is reserved for future uses: high school, hospital,
more recreational space and so on.
LAND USE PLAN
Residential
Commercial/Small Scale
Industries
Open Space/Park/Institutional
0 100 200 300 400 500m
1:10,000
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Circulation
The circulation is structured around a ring road that
starts from the Kabul-Gardez highway and after cir-
cling the site swings back to the same road. From
the ring road a north-south road, planned for the
main commercial road (bazaar), cuts through the
eastern part of the site.
Two parallel roads through the middle form parkways
and completes the system of main roads. The rest
of the site is served by secondary roads. Follow-
ing is the hierarchy of circulation network;
MODE I: RING ROAD (21m right of way) 6100m
The ring road wil take most of community's traffic.
Although it is planned to be used by both automobiles
and pedestrians it will be dominated by the auto-
mobiles.
MODE II: PARKWAY (21m right of way) 3900m
This wil carry most of the traffic in the interior
of the site. It will be equally used by pedestrians
and automobiles.
MODE III: INTERIOR RESIDENTIAL STREETS
(12m right of way) 8300m
They will basically absorb the local traffic of each
urban unit. Although used by both pedestrian and
automobiles, it will be dominated by the pedestrians.
MODE IV: WALKWAYS (3m right of way) 4500m
These walkways will have a tortuous character and
will be only serving the pedestrians to spread their
movements within the community. Interior of the
clusters will also be served by pedestrian access.
Before the community reaches its saturation, the sec-
tion of Kabul-Gardez highway between the site and the
city center should be expanded and incorporated within
the intra-urban circulation system of the city. Any
bus system will enter the community from the Kabul-
Gardez road at the northern point and will then enter
the bazaar road; afterwards it will go along the paral-
lel roads in the interior of the community and finally
swings back to the Kabul-Gardez highway at the southern
point.
CIRCULATION PLAN
o 100 200 300 400 500m
1:10,000
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Staging
Any development plan for a project of this nature is
difficult to project; therefore it should be left very
flexible to allow a continuous process of construction,
habitation, evaluation, and revision.
INITIAL DEVELOPMENT:
- The idea behind the first stage development is to
concentrate development in one area and avoid haphazard
construction throughout the site.
- The initial stage is proposed to start on the eas-
tern side of the site and will basically expand west-
ward as indicated by the arrows.
- It will include residential, commercial, schools and
small scale industries and will have a population of
about 8000 people.
- In this stage emphasis should be upon instant govern-
ment construction through instant process. This will
help create an environment and will attract people to
the project.
- Policies should be formulated to avoid development
during the first stage along the main commercial road
or bazaar.
- The ring road and along with it the storm drainage
should be constructed in the first stage to avoid
flooding of the site.
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
__Residential PS: Primary School
Commercial/Small Scale F: Fire Department
Industiies P: Police
Luan- Open Space/Parks/Institutional H: Health
0 100 200 300 400 W5rn I- Institution
0 00M: Market
1:10,000 SS: Social Services
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Land Subdivision COMPONENTS OF THE URBAN UNIT:
The basic divisions of land area are "urban unit",
"lot cluster" and "lot".
URBAN UNIT
The drawing that follows represents a typical urban
unit. Premises upon which an urban unit is created
are: a) to provide a sense of community, b) to facili-
tate incremental growth, and c) to match services with
residential requirements and avoid isolated developments
without basic necessities.
Planning of the urban units is based on the following
criteria: a) an urban unit is defined as being border-
ed on two local streets, the ring road, and the park-
way spine; b) the typical urban unit will have a popu-
lation between 3000 to 5000 people at the saturation
stage, large enough to have a primary school and mar-
kets. A maximum distance of 600 m between a house in
the urban unit and public transportation is considered
reasonable for walking. And d) an urban unit is a
complete residential area with its supporting facili-
ties.
Residential area: a combination of 6 residential/com-
mercial housing options are proposed; see Housing
Program.
Supporting Facilities: elementary schools, parks,
recreation areas, markets special employment reserves.
Infrastructure: streets: layout promotes residential
circulation; public bus route: follows the parkway
spine and bazaar; pedestrian walkways: allows access
to all sections of the urban unit; utility networks:
water, sewer (in the future), storm drainage and elec-
tricity follow local streets.
LOT CLUSTER:
Lot cluster is defined as a group of lots (owned in-
dividually) around a semi-public common court (owned
in condominium.)
A condominium is a system of direct ownership of a
single unit in a multi-unit structure. The individual
owns the unit in much the same manner as if it were
a single family dwelling; he holds direct legal title
to the unit and joint interest in common areas and
the underlying ground (as the case of walk-up apart-
ments.)
[88]
The layout proposed is based on the following policy:
MINIMIZATION OF: - public ownership of land.
- length of infrastructure.
- government burdens, respon-
sibilities, and services.
MAXIMIZATION OF: - private ownership of land.
- private responsibility.
The above policy leads to a type of land subdivision
called "horizontal condominiums" or "lot clusters",
where lots are arranged around a common court that
serves as an access space as well as semi-public
open space. This court is owned in condominium by
the lots' occupants which control, share the use of,
and share responsibility for maintenance of the
court.
The lot clusters contain the following category of
lots.
INTERIOR LOTS: Those having access to the semi-
public streets.
INTERIOR-EXTERIOR LOTS: those having access to
both the public streets as well as the semi-
public court of the lot cluster.
The lot cluters shown in the drawning are only a few
of the infinite variety of "horizontal condominiums"
or "lot clusters" which can be provided to match
different social or community requirements.
The layout proposed in this section permits:
FLEXIBILITY IN LAND USES: Urban units permit the
accomodation of different land uses:
- residential
- residential/commercial
- light industries
- schools, playgrounds, parks
- reserved areas, other uses.
FLEXIBILITY IN RESIDENTIAL DENSITIES AND HOUSING OPTIONS
Lot clusters are of minimum optimum dimensions to
allow flexibility for:
- 4-story walk-ups, row houses, combinations.
- individual houses that may instantly be built by
private contractors for sale to individuals.
- lots with services, core/shell units, tenament
units, commercial/small scale industries with resi-
dential facilities, other types of units.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF LAND TENURE:
Lot clusters are of minimum optimum dimensions to al-
low different types of land tenure without legal
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administrative complications. The tenure types are:
- ownership,
- rental
- and condominium.
EXPANSION AND TRANSFORMATION OF HOUSING TYPES
Lot clusters facilitate expansion and transformation
of buildings in the form of:
- horizontal and vertical expansion without changing
lot cluster configuration, and
- control of minimum spaces in lot cluster courts.
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Physical Chara cter
The drawing on the opposite page is intended to show
how the physical environment at the end could occur.
The following are some of the criteria that will
shape the character of the environment.
- 80 m along the parkway will be zoned for apartment
development. The strip could be intensely used to
take advantage of view and the open parkland.
- In the interior of the urban unit, buildings of
lower height (two stories) will be restricted; the
periphery will allow a greater height (upto four
stories).
- Lots facing the street could be intensively used
for tenements.
- Walkways could be provided with open spaces for
playing grounds.
- In every lot cluster 30% of land should be left
open for semi-public access and recreational use.
- Individual lots should not cover over 70% of lot
area.
- Lot clusters should retain a sewage easement for
future installations. (Details are not discussed in
this study.)
- Size of school will vary according to size of urban
unit. The school shown in the drawing on the opposite
page has 14 classrooms with a total of 560 students
for one shift. For two shifts (morning and afternoon)
the capacity would double to 1120. Further expansion
can take place in the form of a second story.
- Density for the urban unit is between 300 P/Ha. to
500 P/Ha. at saturation.
PHYSICAL GROWTH
Covered Area
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Land Values
Land values and land subdivision have rarely been
related in Kabul. The government has often arbitra-
rily decided on the price of land. These prices at
times have either been too low or too high. What is
needed are some realistic criteria on which land values
can be based. Such prices should include the govern-
ment expenses, and land should be resold at either no
profit no loss base, as in the case of low-income
housing, or to be sold at marginal profits in the case
of high-income housing.
Because of lack of data this study does not decide
what the realistic prices of land should be at dif-
ferent locations in the community; but it rather
attempts to show the relationship between land values
and land subdivision. The idea is to differentiate
land values and lot sizes according to location. Three
values are differentiated in the urban unit on the
opposite page.
(A) HIGH: Land on the main parkway will be the
highest in value. Land in this zone will only be sold
in large pieces. This land is attractive and has
the potential for intensive use.
(B) MEDIUM: Land along the streets have the potential
for development of small scale industry
built tenements and walk-ups; therefore
the second rate in the scale of values.
zone will be smaller in size than those
way spine.
and intensively
it occupies
Lots in this
along the park-
(C) LOW: The lowest value will be located in the in-
terior of the urban unit. Here the lots will have ac-
cess only to the semi-public area of the cluster and
will be of the smallest size.
As the community develops and the environment improves
one can anticipate pressures on the farmland to be
transformed to urban land. However as the value of
farmlands near the city is quite high it will take a
long time before the land value in the community could
compete with the value of the adjacent farmland. Even
then the farmland can be preserved by formulating poli-
cies, in the initial stage of the development, which
would legally freeze the price of land in and around
the development. A low price such as the one set in
the initial stage would make it less profitable for the
farmers to sell their land to urban uses.
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Appendix
TABLE
CITIES OVER 20,000 INHABITANTS
1936
Kabul
Kandahar
Iorat
Kunduz
Baghlan
Clarikar
Taluqan
Faizabad
Shiberghan
Jalalabad
Maimana
Mazar-i-Sharif
Ghazni
Gardez
Tashqurghan
Andkhui
Farah
120,000
80,000
100,000
20,000
30,000
70,000
25,000
10,000
1956
250,000
100,000
100,000
20,000
25,000
25,000
30,000
75,000
25,000
20,000
30,000
30,000
CHART:
DEGREE OF URBANIZATION AS COMPARED TO GNP PER CAPITA
1971
500,000
127,000
110,000
100,000
92,000
85,000
62,000
57,000
50,440
48,919
48,750
43,193
39,900
33,000
30,000
30,000
26,400
GNP Per Capita (factor cost, 1969 USS)
Sources: Adopted from Aziz and Ahmid; Humlum; Medallion World Atlas, 1972 Source: World Bank: "URBANIZATI011", Sector Working Paper, June 1972
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